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Abstract: In this article, we take stock of the findings from conceptual and empirical work on the
role of transition initiatives for accelerating transitions as input for modeling acceleration dynamics.
We applied the qualitative modeling approach of causal loop diagrams to capture the dynamics of
a single transition initiative evolving within its regional context. In doing so, we aim to address
two key challenges in transition modeling, namely conceptualization, and the framing of empirical
insights obtained for various case study regions in a consistent modeling framework. Our results
show that through this systematic approach one can translate conceptual and qualitative empirical
work into a transition model design. Moreover, the causal loop diagrams can be used as discussion
tools to support dialogue among researchers and stakeholders, and may support a comparison of
transition dynamics across case-study regions. We reflect on main limitations related to empirical
model validation (lack of data) and to model structure (high level of aggregation), and describe next
steps for moving from a qualitative single transition initiative to a quantitative multiple transition
initiatives model.
Keywords: acceleration; sustainability transitions; transition initiatives; transition governance;
qualitative modeling; causal loop diagrams
1. Introduction
It is increasingly recognized that achieving a sustainable, low-carbon society requires sustainability
transitions, involving structural changes of thinking, doing and organizing across multiple societal
domains [1]. Of the four phases (predevelopment, takeoff, acceleration and stabilization) identified in
the transition literature [2,3], predevelopment and takeoff phases have received the most interest [4–6].
However, relatively little is known about how to accelerate transition dynamics, in particular with
respect to the potential role of local transition initiatives as drivers of transformative change [7,8]. The
EU FP7 project ARTS (Accelerating and Rescaling Transitions to Sustainability) aimed to address this
knowledge and practice gap. ARTS analyzed the role of local transition initiatives (TIs) in driving
acceleration dynamics in a number of European city regions, situated within their national and wider
European contexts. Through a transdisciplinary approach, the project aimed to identify conditions,
mechanisms and strategies through which TIs may contribute to an accelerated transition.
Previous work [8,9] has focused on a conceptual understanding of the role of TIs in the
acceleration of transition dynamics, highlighting five key mechanisms explained below: upscaling,
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replicating, partnering, instrumentalizing, and embedding. Elaborate case studies have been
performed investigating how these mechanisms have materialized in five case-study city regions
in Europe (Brighton, Budapest, Dresden, Genk and Stockholm) that all show early signs of acceleration
dynamics across multiple low carbon domains (e.g., energy, transport, biodiversity). We build upon
this work by designing models capturing transition acceleration dynamics with the aim to explore
different strategies TIs and other actors may adopt to stimulate acceleration. Through this exercise we
aim to facilitate the understanding of acceleration dynamics by providing an integrated and systemic
view on the various causal relations and interactions at play.
The literature on modeling transition dynamics shows a number of recent applications (see [10–12]
for overviews). Such types of transition models provide a clear added value in transition research
complementary to qualitative empirical research methods more often used [8]. As described in
Holtz et al. [10], these benefits can be summarized as (a) offering an analysis that is explicit, clear
and systematic, (b) allowing inferences of dynamics in complex systems, and (c) allowing for
experimentation that in real-life circumstances would be costly and are practically impossible
to undertake. As such they can be useful for the further understanding of complex transition
dynamics, for robustness analysis of different possible policy actions and for the facilitation of
stakeholder processes.
Yet, key limitations currently remain [10], in this paper referred to as “challenges”. The first
relates to the conceptualization and implementation of transition models. Often, transition theory and
frameworks only partly describe the dynamic relations modeling requires. Also, modelers often face
the need to make ad-hoc assumptions to operationalize their models, which are not well underpinned
and even often made in an obscure way. The second challenge relates to the validation of transition
models. Transition models often contain a large number of free parameters that can only partly be
determined from empirical data, due to practical constraints as well as the inherent qualitative nature
of data needed. The third challenge relates to agency and contingency. Strategic actions of core
actors strongly influence the transition dynamics of a system, but are fundamentally uncertain and
difficult to capture in models in an endogenous way. The last challenge relates to expectations, results
and communication. Even when being considered (by the modelers themselves) as a rather simple
representation of complex realities, models tend to be perceived as being rather difficult to understand
by other researchers, policy-makers and other stakeholders, also because time available for engaging
with models is often limited. Balancing simplicity and detail, ensuring model trust, and avoiding
misinterpretation of model results are thus challenges to overcome when aiming for impact.
The qualitative modeling approach discussed in this paper aims to address in particular the first
two challenges of conceptualization and implementation and validation. It does so by translating
conceptual and qualitative empirical work into a transition model design using causal loop diagrams
(CLDs). This approach aims to provide an intermediary step between qualitative conceptual and
empirical work on the one hand, and quantitative transition modeling approaches on the other.
Although full integration is generally considered infeasible due to foundational differences in
philosophies of science, bridging these qualitative and quantitative approaches is generally considered
fruitful. Each approach has their own strengths and weaknesses, and they can complement and enrich
each other as such [13–15].
We developed CLDs representing the dynamics of an individual transition initiative operating in a
city-regional context. First, a generic CLD was developed representing the main relationships between
main concepts in the system as discussed in the conceptual framework of acceleration dynamics
adopted in ARTS. Following, the generic CLD was applied to the different case-study regions to derive
updated and validated CLDs capturing specific regional dynamics. To represent acceleration strategies,
we drew from the concept of leverage points of a system [16]. Based on this concept, acceleration
strategies are in our research perceived as (sets of) planned activities that are undertaken to influence
specific concepts in the CLD that in turn may drive the different acceleration mechanisms of upscaling,
replicating, partnering, instrumentalizing, and embedding.
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In this paper, we present an overview of our methodology and results. We reflect on the main
lessons learned in the modeling processes, highlight main limitations, and sketch out next steps
towards the development of an agent-based model representing the interaction among TIs in a more
detailed and quantitative way.
2. Methodology
2.1. Modeling Transition Dynamics
Sustainability transitions involve a complex dynamics of interrelated processes at multiple
scales [1–3,17–19]. Modeling these dynamics poses an obvious challenge, which has been addressed in
a number of recent applications (see [10–12] for overviews). A variety of approaches—usually based on
systems dynamics and agent-based modeling paradigms, with in some cases stochastic elements—and
specific application areas (energy, water, transport) have been explored. Chappin [20], for example,
developed an agent-based model of socio-technical systems, typically capturing the interactions
between actors and technologies in response to exogenous scenarios and policy interventions
that was applied to the power sector, the Liquefied Natural Gas market, and consumer lighting.
Dijk et al. [21] present an agent-based analysis of innovation diffusion in the field of car engine
technology representing the co-evolution between technological innovation and social context through
several feedback loops, such as economies of scale and the social construction of meaning. Li and
Strachan [22] present a dynamic stochastic simulation of energy supply technology diffusion, capturing
the influence of regime-actors (energy supply, residential, commercial, industrial, and transport),
niche innovations (transition technologies, lifestyle changes) and macro-scale energy system drivers
(economic growth, environmental policies, technology and fuel costs). De Haan et al. [23] present an
exploratory modeling approach to simulate pathways of the uptake and phasing-out of solutions to
societal needs. The model captures the institutionalization of solutions (cultural-cognitive, normative
and regulative institutions), as well as the power dynamics among a regime and niches as changes in the
so-called constellations of solutions, and was applied to a historical case of water management. Walrave
and Raven [24] integrate the concept of technological innovation systems and multi-level-framework
thinking into a system dynamics model. This model captures the dynamics among the four so-called
“motors of innovation” (science and technology push, entrepreneurial, system building, and market)
in combination with a key feedback loop representing regime resistance. Moallemi et al. [15], zoom in
on the electricity sector, presenting a narrative-modeling approach of transition dynamics, in which
transition narratives feed into the development of a systems dynamics model that in turn is used to
underpin the narratives initially developed.
We address two main examples in more detail to set the context of our work. The first is the
transition model of [25–28] developed in the EU MATISSE project. In this agent-based model, societal
change is perceived as an ongoing competition between a currently established regime, and emerging
and competing niches, in response to landscape changes. To this end, the model includes both collective
agents (regimes and niches) and individual agents (“consumers” attached to either the regime or one
of the niches) located on a practice space. In each time step, individual agents decide which collective
agent to support, depending on their practice preference, as well as the collective agent’s strength. The
collective agents, from their side, move around (adapt) in practice space on the basis of specific strategies,
and change state (transform, e.g., from “niche” to “empowered niche” to “regime”) as their support
changes. The dynamics is strongly driven by the so-called landscape signals—representing changes of
e.g., worldview, macro-economy, physical infrastructure, natural environment and demographics—that
induce an external pressure on individual agents to move in practice space.
Another example is the actor-option framework (AOF) for modeling socio-technical systems [29].
Based on case study analysis from the literature, this framework offers modular concepts for modeling
transition dynamics composed of building blocks (i.e., actors and options) and a set of mechanisms
specifying how these blocks interact and change. The first building block, i.e., the actor, thereby represents
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the social elements of the system. Actors are differentiated through a number of key aspects (preferences,
references, and commitments) and different actor roles (regulators, providers, practitioners, opinion
groups) that outline the impact on the system actors have. The second building block, i.e., the option,
corresponds to alternatives the actors have to fulfill a certain societal function. Options are characterized
by both embodied properties related to the techno-physical nature of an option, as well as disembodied
properties related to the context in which the option functions. Finally, to explain transitional change in
terms of endogenous processes of change, 10 generic mechanisms were proposed under three different
groups: mechanisms on option change, on actors’ knowledge, and on actors’ identity.
We zoom in on how, in these two modeling examples, the challenges of conceptualization and
implementation and validation [10] have been addressed. The conceptual framework of the Matisse
model was dedicated to analyzing and simulating transition dynamics, while ensuring broad consistency
with theoretical and empirical work [26]. After implementation, the model was applied among others to
the analysis of personal (inland) transportation behavior in the UK [28]. This typically involved model
parameterization and calibration in terms of appropriate starting conditions for regimes and niches,
suitable practice dimensions, and representative landscape signals. The conceptual foundations of the
AOF were developed by deduction based on an extensive set of case studies from innovation diffusion,
socio-technical systems and societal transitions literature [29]. The framework was then used to model
various transition processes, including the transition to steam-ships in British naval transportation,
waste management in the Netherlands [30,31], and the ongoing transition in the Dutch electricity supply
system [32]. Conceptual validation was performed by testing to what extent key processes of change
in these three cases were adequately represented [29]. Moreover, the transition dynamics that were
generated by these three models were tested against empirical data for behavioral validity.
Our approach towards conceptualization and implementation and validation has been quite
different. Rather than departing from a model based conceptualization with case study application
towards the end of the modeling exercise, we have attempted to develop a transition model in closer
interaction with conceptual and empirical case study work using qualitative modeling to link the
different methodological strands [33]. This is illustrated in Figure 1 and explained in more detail in
Section 2.4. The qualitative model has been informed first by the ongoing work on the ARTS conceptual
framework [9] centered on the five acceleration mechanisms, and in a second step by the case study
analysis (also informed by the conceptual framework) performed in various case study regions [8,34].
The qualitative modeling in turn formed the basis for an agent-based model [35] that was further
operationalized for interactive use with stakeholders as a simulation game. Both the simulation
game and the qualitative models were used in stakeholder workshops with representatives of TIs
and regional authorities as stakeholders [36]. Besides learning outcomes on acceleration dynamics
and strategies, stakeholder feedback allowed for a validation of the developed models as learning
tools [37,38], and generated input for further model refinements. In the next sections we zoom in on
the qualitative modeling approach in relation to the conceptual framework and case study analysis.Sustainability 2017, 9, 1254 5 of 20 
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2.2. Framing Acceleration Dynamics
The conceptualization underlying of our model of acceleration dynamics departs from the notion
of local sustainability transition initiatives (TIs) as main drivers of change. It distinguishes TIs
as its “embedded unit of analysis”, which emerge and interact with each other in a city region
(referred to as the “case”), which in turn is embedded in a “multi-level governance context” [34].
To examine the role of TIs for accelerating sustainability transitions, the framework thus highlights the
following dimensions:
1. the development of single TIs within the city region;
2. the interactions between different TIs within the city region;
3. the embeddedness of TIs in specific city-regional governance patterns;
4. the position of TIs within a multi-level governance context that spans across different spatial
scales (i.e., subnational, national, transnational and European).
Consequently—based on a literature review of the fields of sustainability transition,
transformative agency and urban governance—the conceptual framework distinguishes
five acceleration mechanisms as follows [8,9]:
• Upscaling is the growth of members, supporters or users of a single TI in order to spread new
ways of thinking, doing, and organizing (TDO).
• Replicating is the take up of new ways of TDO of one transition initiative by another transition
initiative or different actors in order to spread out these new ways.
• Partnering is the pooling and/or complementing of resources, competences, and capacities in
order to exploit synergies to support and ensure the continuity of the new ways of TDO.
• Instrumentalizing is tapping into and capitalizing on opportunities provided by the multi-level
governance context of the city region in order to strengthen new ways of TDO locally. Concrete
examples are fund raising or highlighting global sustainability trends (e.g., international attention
for the importance of bees) for local outreach.
• Embedding is the alignment of old and new ways of TDO in order to integrate them into
city-regional governance patterns.
Although the framework is very useful to frame acceleration dynamics, we also recognized some
main shortcomings when approaching acceleration from a modeling perspective [33]. The main ones
are that:
• There remains a need to operationalize the qualitative definition of acceleration dynamics into a
set of concrete indicators.
• The high level of aggregation at which the conceptual framework describes the acceleration
mechanisms poses limits to understanding the drivers and outcomes of the acceleration
mechanisms at work. There is thus a need to disaggregate the description of dynamic processes
to reveal the process pathways underlying the different mechanisms.
• The conceptual framework mainly covers the drivers of acceleration processes, but only weakly
covers the preconditions and barriers to the five basic acceleration mechanisms.
2.3. Investigating Acceleration Dynamics
The empirical basis for our modeling work was based on in-depth case study research in various
case study regions in Europe. Following Yin’s [39] design principles (see [8,34]). This data gathering
process involved first, an extensive mapping of TIs in the city region regardless of leadership or
ownership of the initiative (public, corporate, civic or partnerships of those). Second, a selection was
made of TIs that were actively working on environmental sustainability issues and operating in the city
regions for more than 5 years so as to have established connections with other change agents and actors
in the city and actively work. Then, in-person semi-structured interviews were conducted with selected
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TIs’ members to examine the different ways TIs interact and connect with each other, the relationships
they have with local government, the strategies they employ for reaching out to general public, ways
of operating and organizing as well as which were barriers and opportunities for their operation in the
city region. On average in every city region, 15–20 in-person interviews were conducted lasting 1–2
h. To complement the data gathered from the TIs’ interviews, interviews with “helicopter viewers”
(people with an overview of different TIs within the city region) were conducted to validate and further
enrich the first findings from the TIs’ interviews. In every city region there were between 2–5 helicopter
viewers’ interviews conducted either by phone or in person. The data collected were analyzed using
a tailored coding scheme that responded to the five acceleration mechanisms. The data collection
lasted on average 5 months in every city region and the analysis of data required 3 months from
every research team. The analysis of the data was then presented and further discussed in a series of
participatory workshops attended by TIs, local government representatives, the helicopter viewers and
urban experts from every city. The number of workshops realized in every city region varied between
2 to 5 workshops depending on the overall time planned per workshop (city teams chose workshop set
ups between 4 to 8 h that fit the requirements and style of their own context). This process delivered a
rich data set, describing the way and extent to which the five acceleration mechanisms are present in
each city region. It reflected on the role of TIs in urban sustainability transition dynamics and their
development and how they relate and interact with local governments and other relevant urban actors.
It further identified opportunities and obstacles for their operation in practicing sustainability at the
local context and how it relates to broader urban sustainability transition.
Despite the richness of the data, we also identified a number of limitations as a data set
underpinning acceleration models. For example, the empirical analysis tended to focus on the current
status quo, whereas modeling rather requires temporal data, i.e., covering the way things have been
unfolding in the recent past. Insights were mostly qualitative where modeling requires as much as
possible quantitative data. Furthermore, influence relations were not elicited in detail and, motivations
underlying the activities the TIs undertake were not elicited during the interviews. These meant
that the follow-up modeling work did require some level of interpretation and sometimes making
bold assumptions.
2.4. Towards Acceleration Models: A Qualitative Modeling Approach
To overcome the limitations above, the modeling work has adopted a qualitative modeling
approach as a basis for the further modeling work. Qualitative modeling was chosen to provide
a common methodology based on which modelers and case-study researchers could collaborate
to address the issues of conceptualization (such as disaggregate description of dynamic processes)
and data gathering (such as the elicitation of influence relations) described above. In this approach,
modelers and case-study researchers collaborated using the qualitative modeling technique of CLD
to develop so-called single transition initiative (STI) models. STI models represent the dynamics of
an individual TI operating in a city-regional context. The focus on the single TI directly follows from
the conceptual framework, which adopts the TI as its embedded unit of analysis. Understanding the
internal dynamics of an initiative and the implications of different acceleration mechanisms for its
development and its interaction with the city regional context is thus of primary importance.
The STI model is developed in the form of a CLD that aims to capture the relationships between
main concepts discussed in the conceptual framework with a visual representation. This way the
model provides a structured systemic representation of the major processes included in the conceptual
framework that drive the development of an initiative and their connection to other TIs, as well as
the interplay of these processes. Compared to a purely verbal depiction of the proposed acceleration
mechanisms, such a systemic representation is expected to highlight the drivers and dynamic processes
that correspond to the five key mechanisms introduced in the conceptual framework, to foster dynamic
thinking regarding how certain mechanisms may be interacting over time and to reveal factors that
may potentially block them, and drivers (feedback loops) that may potentially counteract.
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To develop the STIs the following steps were taken:
1. A first version generic STI model was developed representing the main relationships between
main concepts related to the state of a TI and to the state of the city-regional context within which
the TI operates, as discussed in the conceptual framework of acceleration dynamics adopted
in ARTS.
2. The generic version of the model was applied to the different case-study regions to yield case study
specific models, based on the results from the in-depth case study analysis and further discussions
with the case-study researchers. This served as a model validation, allowing modifying, adding
or deleting concepts and relations in light of the empirical findings.
3. The case study specific models were reviewed for consistency and further used to derive the
updated and validated generic STI model displayed in Annex A. Here, the main logic adopted
was that processes and relations that are supported by multiple sources (potential sources being
regional in-depth case study reports as empirical support, and the conceptual framework as the
theoretical support) should be incorporated.
2.5. Towards Acceleration Strategies: Leverage Points of the System
A particular aim of the modeling exercise was to provide a systemic basis to support the dialogue
on acceleration strategies. An acceleration strategy was defined as an activity plan (with one or more
concrete activities), implicitly or explicitly directed towards the acceleration mechanisms as defined in
ARTS. Here, activities may be TI-specific (for instance undertaking demonstration activities to increase
their visibility, lobbying to influence local policies, partnering with other TIs to explore synergies etc.),
and may also include policy instruments (incentives, funding mechanisms and other measures) that
pertain to the city-regional level. For conceptually representing acceleration strategies, we drew from
the concept of leverage points of a system [16]. Based on this, we conceptualize acceleration strategies
as (sets of) of concrete activities directly influencing specific concepts in the STI model. With this
conceptualization in mind, we search for and examine (within the empirical case study data gathered
in every city region) purposeful and planned activities undertaken by the TIs that leverage acceleration
mechanisms for sustainability transition. One example is the activity of demonstration and outreach
aimed to increase the visibility of a TI, thereby leveraging on the mechanism of upscaling. Another
example is the activity of lobbying that via an increase of support and influence leverages on the
mechanism of embedding.
A first step in the analysis of acceleration strategies was to elicit strategies that were currently
adopted in the different city regions by TIs and possibly other actors. To elicit these strategies, a strategy
template was developed based on which the case study researchers described the characteristics of the
different strategies adopted in their city region. The following key characteristics were elicited: strategy
owner, the types of activities it pursues and to what end, and associated enablers and barriers. The
inputs contributed by the regional teams provided a rich basis to work from (see [33]). The template
was typically completed with some 20 to 50 different types of activities, mostly of TIs, but to some
extent also of other actors. Elicited activities were consequently clustered into a suite of “activity
types”, each linked to one of the acceleration mechanism, and each influencing specific concepts in the
STI model. For example, activities like organizing events, setting up training, and advertisement were
clustered under the activity type “Demonstration and Outreach”, linked to the acceleration mechanism
of upscaling, with associated influences on the STI model concepts as described in Section 3.3. This
clustering was originally done on the regional specific level, resulting in acceleration strategies linked
to the case-study specific STI models. Afterwards, the clusters were integrated to provide a common
typology of strategies linked to the generic STI model.
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3. Results
In the following we report our results. We first present the final version of the generic STI model,
which is consequently used to illustrate key dynamics it represents, and the acceleration strategies
that may be pursued. Both the key dynamics and acceleration strategies are further illustrated with
examples from the case study of Genk [8].
3.1. A Generic STI Model
As the name implies, the main focus of the STI model is a single TI. The model focuses on the
internal dynamics of a single TI, without an active representation of other regional actors (other TIs,
governing bodies, etc.). Therefore, four of the core mechanisms (i.e., replicating, coupling, embedding,
instrumentalizing) that would require the representation of such actors are only partly included in the
conceptual scope of this model. They are included in terms of the capacity of a TI to interact with its
city-regional context and other TIs, but not in terms of the “full” two-way interaction. The processes of
interaction with other TIs and the city-regional context will be thoroughly addressed in a later stage
while developing a multiple transition initiative (MTI) model. The STI model thus mainly relates to
the first of four dimensions that are highlighted in the conceptual framework (“the development of
single TIs within the city regions”, see Section 2.2), and the processes covered in STI model are mainly
related to mechanism of upscaling.
In the literature on social entrepreneurship and grassroots innovation [40–42], upscaling is
generally associated with the spread of practices and increasing engagement in local initiatives.
The conceptual framework consequently defines the upscaling of an initiative as the development of
three actor groups [9]:
• Members: actors that comprise and establish the initiatives human capital, i.e., individuals
involved in organizing the activities of the TI.
• Users: actors who participate in the TI activities, purchase or receive services from the TI.
• Supporters: actors who provide resources and/or supportive structures to initiatives at different
stages of the initiatives’ lifecycle or continuously, i.e., typically organizations like the city
government, civil organizations or businesses.
The STI model therefore mainly focuses on major processes that alter the size of user, member and
supporter basis of a TI. In other words, the model structure is woven around these three fundamental
concepts. Table 1 gives an overview of the STI model by listing key dynamics included for each
acceleration mechanism. The full CLD of the generic STI model is provided in Figure A1 of this article.
Descriptions of all the concepts and relationships that are included in the model can be found in [33].
Figure A2 further presents the STI model that was developed specifically for the city region of Genk.
Table 1. Key dynamics included in the generic STI model for each acceleration mechanism.
Mechanism Key Dynamics in Generic STI Model
Upscaling
Increase (or decrease) of users, members and supporters due to higher (or lower)
perceived benefit by users, members and supports.
Limits to growth of users, members, and supporters due to limited potential users,
members and supporters in the city region and competition for users, members
and support.
Perceived benefit for users reflects the benefits of adopting the sustainability practice,
with visibility of the practice and possible barriers of entry as further mitigating factors
for the change of users.
Perceived benefit for members, reflects besides the benefits of adopting the
sustainability practice, also the social and fulfillment benefits of being part of a TI.
Member overload (a too high workload for each member) may reduce those benefits.
Perceived benefit by support can be stimulated through lobbying.
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Table 1. Cont.
Mechanism Key Dynamics in Generic STI Model
Replicating
Replication through sprouting dynamics (involving emigration of members) driven by
an increase of membership.
Internal and inward replication by inspiration (without emigration of members).
Replication may lead to enhanced member, supporter and user competition by
increasing the number of similar initiatives in the region.
Partnering
Resource partnering, leading to an enhanced resource base.
Partnering for influence, leading to enhanced influence.
Partnering for visibility: collaboration in setting up events and demonstrations, leading
to enhanced visibility.
Partnering for know-how: all exchanges to improve organizational skills.
Embedding
Embedding as an increase of formal and informal legitimacy.
Drivers: increasing user base and demonstration and outreach-activities
(informal legitimacy) and Influence (formal legitimacy)
Outcomes: Easier to generate resources (formal legitimacy) and an increase of
perceived benefit for users (informal legitimacy), as well as an increase of potential
available users in the region.
Instrumentalizing
Fund raising as a way to enhance resources.
The effectiveness of fundraising depends among others on the organizational skills,
which can be enhanced through professionalization.
Resources are a prerequisite for undertaking various activities, including management
activities, demonstration and outreach, lobbying etc.
3.2. Key Dynamics Observed in the City regions
The process of developing STI models supported a reflection on key acceleration dynamics that
were commonly observed across city regions. For each acceleration mechanism, we highlight one
key example.
3.2.1. Upscaling
In almost all city regions, a set of factors are identified as limiting the upscaling process for
a TI, i.e., limits to growth. These limits seem to manifest themselves in various forms, but their
basic nature is that they are outcomes of balancing (negative) feedback processes that counteract the
upscaling of the TI. From this perspective, the reported limits to growth can be considered under three
different categories:
• Intended internal limits: Some TIs are afraid of drifting away from their core values as a
consequence of uncontrolled upscaling process. These TIs recognize a balance between preserving
core values and growth in users/members. Therefore, they intentionally limit the growth of
users/members. In other words, this is an organizational, internal limit set by the managing core
team of the TI after observing the TI approaching a scale that is considered to be “ideal”. As a
TI approaches these limits, both existing and prospective users/members may evaluate the core
values in decline due to overcrowding. This both may inhibit the inflow of new users/members,
and trigger an outflow of existing ones (e.g., to initiate a new TI).
• Unintended internal limits: Upscaling is reported to bring in extra organizational, financial and
managerial load on a TI. In the generic STI model, this limit is reflected through the influence
of users on management activities and hence on the available time for activities related to core
values. Therefore, unless the TI develops its organizational capacity (e.g., number of volunteers,
organizational competencies) in parallel to upscaling, one may often observe a deterioration of
the functioning of the organization. This would lead to a reduced perceived benefit for current
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and potentially new users and members, and a reduction of the growth of users/member, thus
counteracting the upscaling process. Such a dynamic is very similar to the well-known systemic
archetypes of growth and underinvestment [43].
• External limits: The third type of limits to growth results from the properties of the context within
which the TI is functioning. Following the conceptual framework, three types of external limits
are typically observed: member limits, user limits and support limits. The member limit implies
that there is a limit to the amount of people willing and capable to engage as a TI member. The
user limit implies that the new users will be constrained by the number of individuals in the city
region who are willing to engage in sustainability practices. Similarly, a support limit results from
the limited amount of resources available for supporting city-regional TIs. Apart from TIs being
confined within a pool of potential users/members/supporters, the extents of these external
limits are determined as a consequence of regional competition among TIs that rely on the same
user/member/supporter pools.
In the city region of Genk, for example, the external member limit appears dominant. According
to Gorissen et al. [8], upscaling is often hampered by “limits to growth”, with many initiatives still
struggling to grow beyond the already established sustainability scene (e.g., the environmentally
conscious). Although more research on this topic is needed, one reason may be a relative lack of
“entrepreneurship” in the city region, with limited people willing and capable to engage as TI members,
in particular as initiators and TI leaders. The number of local people with the necessary entrepreneurial
and organizational skills to enroll in a TI are rare. Rather than increasing their number of members,
TIs thus put more emphasis on increasing users by attracting visitors.
3.2.2. Replication
When it comes to replication, it is possible to recognize two subtypes based on the way these
unfold over time. In the first type, a successful TI acts as the source of inspiration for replication
leaving it to others to adopt the idea under a new TI to be initiated. This form is referred to as either
“internal” or “inward” replication depending on whether the TI that is the source of replication is
based within or outside the city region. The second type involves a process of “sprouting”. In that
case, a set of members leaves an existing TI (for example triggered by the TI going beyond a certain
scale) in order to establish a similar TI in the region. In both cases, a new TI that is similar to the
older one in terms of the promoted practices emerges within the city region. In the former case, this
replication has no imminent impact on the older TI, whereas it may lead to an immediate downscaling
in the latter case. Although replication is considered to be a supporting mechanism for acceleration,
there is empirical evidence that suggests a potential downside of it. In various case-study regions it
is reported that the number of people in the region motivated and able to initiate and run a TI does
not increase synchronous to the increasing number of TIs in the region. This may lead to a harsher
regional competition among TIs for a limited pool of potential members (i.e., activating the external
member limit).
Evidence from the city region of Genk shows that replication often occurs in response to inspiring
initiatives beyond the city region, with actors external to Genk providing legitimacy and support
(i.e., “inward” replication) [8]. There is no indication that TIs replicate because their membership base
grows beyond a certain limit (“sprouting dynamics”). Replication usually involves the engagement
of new members within the city region. As already mentioned above, the lack of “entrepreneurship”
among the larger share of the Genk population and consequently the limited number of potential
members is recognized as a barrier to replication.
3.2.3. Partnering
Empirical data from all four regions emphasize the trade-off regarding the partnering process
by characterizing it as a time and resource consuming process with uncertain outcomes. In most
cases, TIs do not consider partnering as a core activity, and perceive it as a secondary activity to
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engage in if the available time and resources allow after other core activities are carried out. The
majority of the reported partnering instances are for sharing resources (generally physical space),
transfer of knowledge (organizational), and creating a critical mass to foster visibility, with one report
of partnering for increased TI influence. Despite these potential benefits, the motivation for partnering
is often low and appears inversely correlated with the competition for supporters who are the main
providers of resources in the city region. During more competitive times, the motivation of the TIs for
partnering is reported to diminish.
In the city region of Genk, partnering was reported to be relatively strong. Various collaborations
are observed [8], both between TIs, as well as between TIs and other actors (e.g., the municipality of
Genk). Resource partnering is a main form of partnering observed through the sharing of facilities
and infrastructures (see also [9]), and in one case the direct sharing of revenues among TIs. Another
popular form of partnering is partnering for visibility; setting up common activities to showcase
sustainability solutions to the wider public.
3.2.4. Instrumentalizing
Undertaking activities like management activities, demonstration and outreach, lobbying etc.
requires resources (especially money and time). TIs may be dependent on external funding to sustain
this capacity and activity level. Therefore, instrumentalization for financial resources stands as
an important resource pool, with TIs being reported to benefit from funding streams at different
levels (municipality level, city-regional level, national level, etc.). However, similar to partnering,
instrumentalization is reported as a time intensive process with an uncertain level of success.
Efficacy of a TI in benefiting from this mechanism seems to be influenced by it having the required
organizational competence and experience (i.e., knowledge and capacity to seek and apply to funds).
Therefore, professionalization leading to enhance organizational skills can yield positive outcomes
regarding instrumentalization.
In Genk, TIs have been successful in drawing in subsidies via multiple sources: from city-regional
and higher level (e.g., EU) funding schemes [8]. This city region provides an interesting example of
how professionalization increases the changes of funding success. In Genk, the well-established links
with district managers and community development professionals seem to have played a crucial role
in this (as indicated by the link from supporters to instrumentalizing in the STI model for Genk). For
example, they played an essential role in passing on valuable information about higher-level funding
schemes and opportunities, and provided support (e.g., administrative or content wise) in acquiring
the funding.
3.2.5. Embedding
The mechanism of embedding was probably most difficult to grasp in modeling terms. Two
major aspects of the embedding process are commonly distinguished: informal and formal embedding.
Informal embedding implies an increase in the extent to which the sustainability practice is recognized
by the public at large as being appropriate and beneficial. In the STI model, informal embedding is
driven by the number of users, under the assumption that the larger the number of users, the more
acceptable the practice will be considered to be. In turn, it allows for the diffusion of sustainable
practices to the public at large by increasing the potential number of users in the region. Formal
legitimacy is the extent to which the sustainability practice is formally recognized (e.g., by the city
government) as being appropriate, eventually reflected in supporting legislation, infrastructure and
financial support. In the STI model, formal legitimacy is driven by the influence a TI has, with the level
of users and supporters being the main determinants of influence.
Findings from the city region of Genk [8] indicate that embedding of environmental sustainability
has been happening both formally and informally. Informal embedding occurs through the
routinization and mainstreaming of sustainable solutions, in turn driven by the practices of the
users of the TIs. Concerning formal embedding, TIs in Genk acknowledge that this is necessary
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because it grants legitimacy to the initiative and enables mobilization of resources. On the other
hand however, they express the concern that formal embedding may lead to a loss of ownership and
responsibility (“being taken over by the city”). This may potentially lead to a loss of benefits perceived
by members, and hence a reduction of the membership base. This particular dynamic, however, was
reported only for the Genk case and is therefore not included in the generic STI model.
3.3. Acceleration Strategies Observed in the City Regions
3.3.1. The Nature of Acceleration Strategies
According to our elicitation of acceleration strategies [33], TIs in our case-study city regions are
generally not pursuing acceleration deliberately. TIs tend to pursue practical activities to improve
their local community rather than think strategic beyond their everyday functioning. The notion of an
acceleration strategy should therefore be interpreted with care, as it suggests a very deliberate way
of pursuing a (sustainability related) end. Therefore, our analysis rather covers the concrete type of
activities TIs undertake, as extracted from the empirical material. From our modeling perspective,
these activities are linked to the particular concepts in the generic CLD on which they have a direct
influence. This allows us to reflect on the possible impact of these activities regarding each of the five
acceleration mechanisms, and on the tensions and challenges one may expect from the perspective of
pursuing the acceleration of sustainability transition. These insights, in turn, are valuable to support
the discussion on acceleration strategies.
For brevity, we illustrate this approach for the case of upscaling.
3.3.2. The Case of Upscaling
Table 2 presents a summary of the different types of observed activities that were related to the
mechanism of upscaling, and how these link to specific concepts in the generic STI model of Annex A.
We distinguish different types of activities as follows:
• Demonstration and Outreach activities are commonly observed across all regions. These are
primarily aimed to increase the visibility of a TI and enhance the perceived benefit by users.
In addition, they have impact on contextual factors like problem perception regarding the
sustainability issue at hand.
• Professionalization is equally aimed at the TI itself, to enhance skills needed for fund raising
and managing the TI. The professionalization activity relates to the internal organizational
limit described before. As such, it may be a necessary element in any upscaling strategy to
facilitate growth.
• Activities like Barrier Alleviation and Enhancing Attractiveness are typically aimed at the nature
of the TI or practice itself and how it can be made more attractive or easier for users to enroll.
• Branding, finally, is specifically targeted towards visibility increase.
In Genk, for example, activities aimed at increasing visibility are key among the majority
of TIs [33]. This is pursued by organizing and attending appealing demonstrations and events
(demonstration & outreach). In the same category, also advertisement is pursued through various
channels (Facebook, magazine, presentations, workshops) although lack of computer and digital
media skills remains a barrier. These actions are equally intended to “sensitize the general public”
(i.e., to alter problem perceptions) regarding the particular issue at hand. Enhancing the attractiveness
of a TI through user-friendly designs (like comfortable shop design or convenient opening hours) is
also pursued by some TIs.
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Table 2. Activities and the concepts on which they have a direct influence for the case of upscaling. A “+” indicates a positive influence from the activity on the
concept, a “−” indicates a negative influence.
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example through user-friendly designs or
adding fun-elements.
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For supporting upscaling, two observations can be made. First, we observe that many TIs
undertake activities explicitly or implicitly directed towards upscaling. However, some TIs explicitly
state not wanting to grow. For example, the pass-on shop in Genk expressed a clear preference not to
grow [8]. This corresponds to the previously described “intended internal limit” and (the perception
that growth could lead to moving away from core values) and unintended internal limits (the burden
of extra organizational, financial and managerial load) described under Section 3.2. In the generic STI
model, these limits are reflected through the influence of users on management activities and hence
on the available time for activities related to core values, and through the concept of “overcrowding”
where an increasing number of members reduces the perceived benefits to become a member. For
setting out a more deliberate upscaling strategy, TIs would thus benefit from reflecting how these
limits materialize and might be navigated for their specific case.
A second observation relates to the reported limit of engaging the general public in sustainability
practices, scaling up beyond the “sustainability scene”. This corresponds in particular to the external
user and member limit described under Section 3.2. To overcome this limit, TIs could further reflect on
possibilities for increasing the potential available users and members in the region. Rather than focusing
on their individual visibility within (and constrained by) the current “sustainability scene”, efforts
could shift towards collaborative approaches to increase sustainability related problem perceptions
within the city region, that could enable an extended growth of users and members for multiple TIs.
4. Discussion
In this article, we set out to take stock of the findings from conceptual and empirical work on the
role of transition initiatives for accelerating transition as input for modeling acceleration dynamics. To
this end, we focused on qualitatively modeling the dynamics of a generic single transition initiative
(STI) evolving within its regional context. Through the modeling process, we framed both the observed
acceleration dynamics (i.e., “how the system works”), as well as the adopted strategies (i.e., “how the
system is influenced”) from a modeling point of view.
A main added value of this modeling process is that it required us to frame dynamics in an
unambiguous way, with precise definitions of concepts and influences. This provided a systematic
basis for integrating insights on similar—yet subtly different—dynamics across case-study regions in a
generic model. Additionally, the modeling process and modeling outcomes strengthened the analysis
on interrelations between the mechanisms and added to the theoretical work of the acceleration
phase of transition. The modeling process was iterative, in terms of eliciting data from the case study
research and positioning new questions from the modeling to the stakeholder workshops contributing
in this way in enriching data sets and understanding on the strategic agency in the acceleration of
sustainability transition in city regions. As a con, the modeling process inherently required relatively
high abstraction levels to find common concepts and influences that represent similar dynamics in
the different regions in a comparable way. As such, we consider this approach complementary to
qualitative empirical research methods with explicit benefit in enriching and strengthening theoretical
and conceptual advancements of sustainability transition also applied in the ARTS project.
4.1. Key Results
The work presented in this article is primarily instrumental to the further modeling work.
The insights presented in this article have been the basis for the development of an agent-based
model representing the interaction among TIs in a more detailed and quantitative way. Furthermore,
the agent-based model and the developed CLDs have been applied in a gaming setting with TIs and
other stakeholders to further discuss acceleration dynamics and strategies [36]. Focusing here on the
qualitative modeling approach as such, we see a number of key results:
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4.1.1. Bridging Qualitative Research and Modeling
The main achievement of this work we consider to be the further operationalization of the concept
of acceleration from a modeling perspective complementary to conceptual work and case study
analysis. Despite the limitations that a very qualitative and relational conceptualization of acceleration
brings to the modeling work, this article shows how with a coherent and consistent operationalization
one can connect a qualitative and social sciences definition to the modeling world. Our approach
shows how goals (outcomes of interest) and activities can be related to the acceleration mechanisms in
a very systematic way. The fact that the qualitative models and the strategies are based on in-depth
case study data—also given the diversity of the cases—is an achievement.
4.1.2. CLDs as Discussion Tools
The CLDs developed provide a concise summary of the complex realities observed and described
as part of the empirical analysis, and allow for a reflection on the system as a whole. As such, they
can be used as discussion tools to support dialogue among researchers and the wider stakeholder
community. The systematic structuring of acceleration strategies as activities influencing specific
concepts in the overall system is useful to reflect on potentially effective acceleration strategies in terms
of finding the most effective leverage points. A simplified version of the generic STI model has been
implemented as such in gaming sessions with TIs and other stakeholders and were found to be a valid
tool to engage the participants with the system behavior [36].
4.1.3. Regional Comparison
The case study specific CLDs and the analysis of acceleration strategies in the different city
regions offers a systematic basis for comparing acceleration dynamics and strategies in different
city-regional contexts. Overlaying the different regional CLDs can help to understand which dynamics
are present in which regions and how this relates to the acceleration process overall. Such a regional
comparison from a modeling perspective can further illustrate and explicate regional differences in
acceleration dynamics.
4.2. Main Limitations and Outlook
Some main limitations and ways to address those are.
4.2.1. Limitations Related to Empirical Model Validation
The CLDs in this article and the inventory of strategies are based on the empirical work presented
in Gorissen et al. [8], Frantzeskaki et al. [9] and Ehnert et al. [34], with additional input and reflection
provided by the ARTS regional teams. However, our modeling effort often required data inputs that
were not specifically focused on during the empirical work. For example, relations of influence were
not elicited in detail. Also, limited data was available on the motivations underlying the activities the
TIs undertake. Drawing up consistent CLDs thus required some level of interpretation and making
sometimes bold assumptions. Consequently, the models provided in this article are meant to cover
key dynamics and processes observed, but not considered empirically validated in detail. They are
discussion tools, to be further elaborated on by the regional research teams and stakeholders.
4.2.2. Limitations Related to Model Structure
Models inherently can only partly represent the complex multi-faceted dynamics of real-life
acceleration processes. Designing models that are sufficiently simple to be transparent and
understandable, while at the same time covering those processes that can be considered “key” is
a common challenge in modeling, not in the least when zooming in on a complex topic like accelerating
transition. Moreover, a generic model—while useful for aggregating insights across case studies—can
only partly represent the specific dynamics in the different city regions, even when a certain level of
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customization may take place. The appropriate level of complexity of the CLDs thereby depends on the
specific application. If the aim is to provide a basis for further quantitative modeling (like the generic
STI model presented in this article), the level of complexity can be relatively high. When the aim is to
support discussion in a participatory context, the level of complexity needs to be reduced (see [36])
even when that implies a certain trade-off regarding the representation of acceleration dynamics.
4.2.3. Treatment of Uncertainty
The complexity of acceleration dynamics implies significant uncertainty in model structure and
model parameters. Such uncertainty is often reflected in different perspectives stakeholders may have
on the acceleration dynamics observed in their city region. The treatment of these uncertainties has not
been at the forefront of our analysis. A way forward could be the development of perspective-based
CLDs reflecting the acceleration dynamics as perceived by particular stakeholder groups (for example
TIs versus regional authorities). Such an approach would make uncertainty more explicit in the
dialogue on acceleration dynamics and strategies.
4.2.4. From Single- to Multi-TI Model
The modeling efforts have zoomed in on the dynamics of a single TI, whereas we need to move
towards a multi-TI model to capture the relevant interactions between TIs and other actors. Although
ample of consideration was given to the mechanism of partnering, other specific dynamics related
to the interactions between TIs (for example competitive relationships) have thus been insufficiently
covered. These mechanisms of interaction have been elaborated upon elsewhere [35,36] through the
development and application of an agent-based multiple transition initiative (MTI) model.
4.2.5. Towards a Cross-Mechanism Analysis
The current STI model and strategy analysis address each acceleration largely in isolation. In
fact, the acceleration mechanisms provided a useful analytical tool to be able to address acceleration
dynamics and strategies in a systematic way. A drawback, however, is that we have as yet not analyzed
in detail how different acceleration mechanisms may interact. For example, how would upscaling
influence the occurrence of partnering process? We have performed such analyses with the MTI model
and through gaming applications as a next step [36].
4.3. Conclusion
The qualitative modeling approach provides a small step forward on the challenges of
conceptualization and implementation and validation for transition modeling described in Holtz
et al. [10]. The unique feature of the qualitative modeling approach is that it allows close interaction
with conceptual and empirical case study work in the model design phase. Despite the limitations
described above, the main advantage of this approach is ensuring that the model structure is sufficiently
in line with realities as elicited from the case-study work. Whether—in the end—that leads to better
transition models needs to be addressed further, by comparing the strengths and weaknesses of
different types of approaches, and for different model purposes. At this stage we argue that the
transition models developed on the basis of the qualitative modeling approach will have a higher
potential as learning tools. Qualitative modeling as a first step helps to open the “black box” of
transition model development, increasing model transparency. Moreover, by providing a visual
description of the system dynamics it can support the reflection on transition model results as part of
an interactive process with modelers, case-study researchers and stakeholders.
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